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We talk about Millennials and their
shopping behaviors all the time, as if
their core identities on this planet are
revealed in how they consume. This year
we decided to launch our 30 Under 30
Awards, taking a deeper look at this
demographic and its impact on the
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apparel industry — from the inside.
What we found is a group of dedicated,
smart, insightful young people who are
shaping the industry in new and exciting
ways. Read on to learn about these
rising young stars.

SPONSORED

We present to you 30 of the brightest young
entrepreneurs, champions of change and
dedicated talents of the apparel industry.

Kevin Flammia
CEO
RFM Clothing

When his younger sister Christine became a fashion
journalist, Kevin Flammia’s attention shifted in that direction
as well, and the more that he dug into the topic of fit, the
more he realized what a huge problem it is to find wellfitting clothes off the rack. A Harvard Business School grad
and former Division 1 college athlete (in baseball) with
two years of experience as an investment banker on Wall
Street, Flammia combined his fondness for fashion with
his business knowledge and his love of athletics to launch
an apparel company offering “off-the-court fashion for the
modern athlete.” RFM Clothing “bridges the gap between
the technology world, which values data and efficiency, with
the fashion industry, which has the utmost appreciation for
design and aesthetic,” he says. “Throughout the garment
development and manufacturing process, these two worlds
are often in opposition with one another. But by being
able to marry the two perspectives cohesively, there is an
opportunity to fundamentally change the way things are
done in the industry,” he says. So, what did he do? Flammia
used thousands of body scans in a neural network approach
to develop a new system of sizing using algorithms derived
from this data. The result is that its target market — athletes,
including those on the taller side of the spectrum — are
able to find clothing that fits, right off the rack. And because
of its location in SoHo, with proximity to four professional
major sports leagues, the start-up has already cultivated
relationships with professional athletes who are serving as
informal influencers of the brand, says Rich Cremin, partner
at Life is Good and a member of RFM’s board of directors.
Who’s walking around in RFM’s apparel? Chris Young of the
Kansas City Royals, EJ Manuel of the Buffalo Bills and Lance
Thomas of the NY Knicks. Also: Omar Bolden of the Denver
Broncos, Steve Maneri of the NY Jets and Matt Anderson
of the U.S. Olympic Men’s Volleyball Team, to name a few.
Although RFM has been operating for about a year, testing
and raising capital, selling online and from its showroom,
January will see the brand re-launch with a new name — and
a big presence at Men’s Fashion Week, the Super Bowl and
at the NBA All-Star game. With 30 years under his belt in
apparel, Cremin says he’s never before seen such cutting-edge
innovation in the industry.

Danit Peleg

Founder
Danit Peleg 3D Printed Fashion

If you happened to watch the Opening Ceremony at the
Paralympics in Rio this past summer you would have
seen Paralympic athlete Amy Purdy’s high-tech dance
performance. Purdy, a double amputee, danced on prosthetics
that allowed her to move gracefully around the stage,
playfully moving around her partner — a Kuka robot — in
a beautiful 3D printed dress, designed and created by Danit
Peleg, a young pioneer in the field of 3D printing. A gift of a
sewing machine from her mom and an after-school fashion
course she took at age 10 at Israel’s prestigious engineering
and design school, Shenkar, led Peleg to uncover her passion
for fashion and particularly for materials and what they could
do. “I was fascinated that I could make something that I could
wear. I wanted to make costumes for my friends. I would
take my mother’s old sheets and cut them up and make crazy
stuff,” she says. As Peleg’s early interest in materials grew,
she became intrigued by the nascent field of 3D printing
in apparel. Using a small 3D printer set up in her bedroom
at home, she began to experiment with various materials,
essentially writing her own 3D printing playbook along the
way. Her first full collection of five pieces which she produced
last year for her senior project at Shenkar (using materials
donated by FilaFlex, which she designed in 3D using Gerber’s
Accumark™ software) took 2,000 hours to print, but this year
it’s down to about 120 hours per dress (vs. 400), which just
goes to show how quickly the technology is evolving, she
says. Peleg has spent a great deal of her time since graduating
on the road as an ambassador of 3D printed apparel, sharing
her knowledge with others at forums ranging from TED
Youth in New York to Fashion Futurum in Moscow to In(3D)
ustry in Barcelona, while also conducting workshops in Israel
for young people interested in breaking into the field. When
you talk to Peleg, you can hear the excitement in her voice as
she describes the possibilities for advances in materials and
3D printing. She fully expects that within five years it will
be normal for people to print small garments at home. “Any
project that connects technology to fashion fascinates me,”
says Peleg. “I am most engaged when working on cutting
edge stuff and I have always created my own textiles with the
most advanced technologies I could find.”
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Marlin Peralta
Senior Merchandiser
Grupo M

Marlin Peralta didn’t realize how much opportunity the
apparel industry would give her to explore her creative side,
but after some time learning about fashion and becoming
more confident about her knowledge, Peralta realized just
how much she enjoyed the daily challenge of working quickly
and creatively under pressure: “Each day is different, creative
and fun,” she says. “Most of the projects in fashion apparel,
specifically knits, need to be done [quickly] so that we do not
miss any sales opportunities. In addition to that, sometimes
we have to create, develop and merchandize products for
six seasons at a time in a short amount of time.” One of the
responsibilities Peralta most enjoys is coordinating product
presentations, and according to Rita Suarez, textile laboratory
manager, she always goes above and beyond the scope of
what’s required in everything she does. She is “creative
and proactive when it comes to finding a solution to any
problem … always willing to take the initiative to achieve
group goals ... and always ready to help a colleague when
needed,” says Saurez, adding that Peralta’s cheerfulness and
good humor are infectious, and that she is well respected
by her colleagues. To boot, she has succeeded while also
raising a six-year-old daughter, Marjorie, as a single mother.
Peralta, who majored in business administration at Pontificia
Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra, says that her daughter
and her parents serve as her inspiration to keep growing in
[her] professional and personal life and that her boss, Anny
Famaris Henríquez, has made a huge influence on her career
by allowing her to grow in the fashion industry. “She’s my
role model,” says Peralta.

me envision myself as future leader of a global brand,” she
says. Ekong was accepted into the EDP training program
at Macy’s in 2010 and quickly rose through the ranks from
assistant to associate buyer and now to digital merchant,
where she oversees the Macy’s.com plus-size market.
“Ultimately, I was drawn to buying by the autonomy and
access to shop with a multi-million-dollar checkbook in my
early 20’s,” she says. Ekong brings great enthusiasm to her
job, whether it’s managing vendor relations to bring new and
exciting products to Macy’s or thinking about what will best
serve the customer. For Ekong, “fashion is the icing on the
cake;” what’s most sexy to her about the apparel industry is
the strategy, negotiation and math that happens behind the
scenes. She credits Melissa Hopkes, founder of INC, with
showing her that “product is king” and Amy Litterello, RTW
vice president, with giving her the tools she needed to build
collaborative vendor partnerships. Ekong wants to be part
of the coming resurgence of vibrant physical retail stores,
which she expects to be re-energized with non-apparel
collaborations and lifestyle experiences that will capture
lost foot traffic. She says she likes to challenge the status
quo — and that shows both at work and outside it. She is
dedicated to her community as an advocate for organizations
that educate underprivileged youth including the Harlem
Education Activities Fund (HEAF), Bill Gates Millennium
Alumni Scholars, and Brownsville Community Justice Center,
where she works with kids who are starting their own fashion
lines as part of a program that helps give kids second chances.
Outside of work and volunteering, Ekong sees herself as
an explorer — as a first-gen Nigerian who grew up in an
immigrant melting pot on the south side of Houston, she says
she picked up a passion for international dishes and caught
the travel bug early on.

Fred Walck
Peggy Ekong
Digital Merchant
Macy’s

How many young people do you know that can credit Carl
Icahn with personally influencing their chosen career path?
Peggy Ekong is one of them. During her junior and senior
years at NYU, Ekong worked as a licensed real estate agent,
but she was also drawn to retail, and after seeking Icahn’s
advice (she initially met him on a high school trip from
Choate), her decision was made. “Sitting in his office, hearing
him reflect on the roller coaster of corporate America helped
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Director of Project Management
Kaltex America
“At my first job at CSAV (now merged with Hapag-Lloyd),
when I was 16, my bosses instilled in me that I had a natural
knack for technology, and more specifically, how to relate
that technology to the business. They gave me all sorts of
wonderful opportunities to expand my knowledge base into
operations, IT, logistics, customs and business management,”
says Fred Walck. His next job, at GTNexus (then TradeCard),
gave him further opportunities to work with some of the
biggest names in the business, including Ralph Lauren (then
PRL) and adidas. That’s what piqued his interest in the apparel
and footwear industries. He loved the people he worked
with and the intricacy of the industry and how everything

CONGRATUL ATIONS,
DANIT PELEG!
We’d like to congratulate
innovative fashion designer
and Gerber Technology
partner Danit Peleg on being
named to Apparel’s 2016
“Top 30 Under 30.”

See how AccuMark® is
powering fashion’s future.
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worked together to produce and bring a product to market.
After working with the service providers and the brands, the
opportunity to work for a manufacturer “seemed like a great
next step,” and that’s what brought Walck to Kaltex America,
where he manages projects across all functional areas: design,
product development, IT, finance, operations, sourcing,
manufacturing and support consultants. What he sees as one
of the greatest challenges in the industry — and one that he is
tackling personally — is to mimic the light-speed pace of the
industry with respect to the implementation of systems and
business processes, which, he notes, have historically moved
at a “glacial pace.” He’s most intrigued by projects that expand
an organization’s present mindset. “Normally it takes just one
person to say, ‘Hey, maybe we should be doing this differently.’
That one idea, that one person, can help start to shift the
mindset of an organization, or of an entire industry.” For Walck,
the rise of PLM in the apparel industry is a great example
of that, and he is in fact currently managing a multi-million
dollar PLM implementation across two company divisions
and multiple functions. Robin Lewellen of WWA says that
Walck is a great leader and knows when to step in and out
of the project phases. “He is wise beyond his years and his
executive team depends on him,” she says. Jacinda Santiago of
Lectra concurs, noting that he “has a preternatural talent for
understanding business processes at both a micro and macro
level,” and that “his ability to quickly absorb information,
assess a situation and problem solve is impressive.” Fernanda
Meza of Grupo Kaltex says Walck strikes a “perfect balance
between strategic thinking and operational excellence,” and
that he also has a global mindset that enables him to work
across several cultures.

Missy Barclay

Head Digital Experience
True Religion
As far back as she can remember, Barclay was interested in
art, and she was “instantly intrigued” when her high school
art teacher introduced her to graphic design. Around the same
time, she took a job modeling, primarily for apparel companies
including PacSun, which exposed her to the creative processes
behind advertising and marketing apparel brands. That
experience combined with her passion for art led her to a
design position with Fox Racing, where she encountered
the world of e-comm and web design, and where she met
John Hazen, who is senior vice president, direct to consumer
and omnichannel at True Religion but at that time was head
of Fox Racing’s e-commerce. “[He] became a mentor to
me over the years, fostering my interest in UX design and
digital innovation.” Fast forward to the present: As head of
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digital experience, Missy Barclay has helmed the design and
experience of the innovative retail technology deployed in
store at True Religion. She says the most challenging part of
her job is also something she finds some of the most joy in
solving: “As a UX designer it is about finding the right balance
of creating beautiful, aesthetically pleasing designs, but also
creating something that is functional and easy to navigate for
the end user,” she says. “One of the elements that I love most
about working as a UX designer is having the ability to create
something that a consumer will not just see at passing glance,
but will interact with and navigate through.” Her goal, always,
she says, is to create a beautiful, simple and intuitive journey
for a customer. And according Hazen, she accomplishes
this goal: “From endless aisle and clienteling on the Apple
Watch, to our digital sales floor which ensures store associates
get credit for every sale, Missy has designed tools for store
associates that are as intuitive as any app you would download
in the App Store,” he says.

Myles Owens
Founder
Greek Life Design

On the way to law school, Myles Owens took a bit of a
detour. After conducting some research about Greek life for a
course at William Peace University, Owens got bitten by the
entrepreneur bug. Why? Because the average person in the
Greek community spends a lot of money on related products.
What Owens also uncovered during the course of his research
was a saturated market that nonetheless offered great
opportunity. His stint as president of his law fraternity and
attendance at several industry conferences allowed Owens
to learn from both sellers and customers what they were
doing and what was not working, respectively. To wit: “There
was opportunity to take over portions of the Greek market
by doing things better and offering services to fraternities
and sororities that previously had not existed,” says Owens.
What he learned from friends in the Greek community was
that ordering product for their organizations was a real slog,
and that most chapters had to order product individually
— thus the “apparel chair” position within each — creating
orders for each item and collecting money from each person.
“It’s a big headache,” said Owens. That’s where Greek Life
Design comes in. It’s removed that hassle by making it easy
to order online. “All that’s left for the apparel chair to do is
distribute it when the package arrives,” says Owens, who also
creates designs for the organizations, as he did for a chapter
at Kansas State, around a Father’s Day theme. The company
launched in May, and already is working with about 12
universities and 10 Greek organizations.
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Marios Christofi
Retail Systems Analyst
Elie Tahari

Marios Christofi has had a passion for computers since he
was very young. In fact, he remembers being 10 years old and
playing around with Windows 3.1; he was trying to ‘help’ his
father speed up his computer — but instead he almost always
crashed the system, he jokes. “Trial and error was mostly
error for me back then,” he says, but it was that trial and error
that motivated him to pursue computer studies in depth so
that he could help his father’s company transform from a
pen-and-paper shop to a high-tech environment. That early
passion stood him in good stead, as he went on to get his
degree in information technology, with a minor in economics,
from Monclair State University in New Jersey. Now, as retail
systems analyst for Elie Tahari, Christofi is most interested in,
and vigilant about security. Whenever the company is working
on a security-related project, either for retail stores or for the
corporate network, he tries to put himself in an attacker’s
shoes, thinking as they think. “There are a lot of different
ways to infiltrate a network, and to be sure that we cover all,
we sometimes need to perform penetration testing on our
own network and see what our vulnerabilities are,” he says.
Christofi used to be a conservative dresser, but he says that
since he started working for Elie Tahari and interacting with
all the “cool designers” at the office, his wardrobe has shifted
to the more casual side. When not keeping the bad guys out,
Christofi can be found exploring new neighborhoods on
his bike, discovering small flea markets and going antique
shopping for the “next big treasure,” he says.

same role, and is excited to recruit and develop new talent.
Russell Weerth, general vice president of men’s private brand
sportswear, collections & active, says Young is an “excellent
teacher and has excelled at training new team members, and
instilling team values while developing high-performing
people,” and says she shines when she presents her ideas
and strategies. Recently, Young was given the opportunity to
present the Spring ’17 line to the CMO — a responsibility
not typically given to a product manager. She stepped up
to the challenge — learning all about the other half of the
Men’s INC brand that she does not manage (knits, t-shirt,
sweaters, denim) — and presented the entire line so well that
it made “everyone present very proud,” said Weerth. Starting
at a very young age, Young played soccer and softball (she’s
now on the Macy’s softball team), and she says she believes
those experiences were formative, giving her the same team
mentality that she found at Macy’s and that she values.
She loves the people she works with and tries to create an
environment of sharing and collaboration, because, she says,
“that’s where the best ideas are born.” Young is also ready to
face challenges of any variety. To wit: Recently, after a large
replenishment order burned up in a factory fire in Indonesia
— “thankfully, nobody was hurt,” says Young — she and her
team scrambled to get product from another of the vendor’s
factories, as well as pulling from stock already warehoused.
While unable to completely replace everything, they came
close, and worked with another vendor to replace the rest
with something different. Up next? Young would like to
continue to advance toward a product director position.

Rachel McCubbins
Associate Designer Ladies’
Fruit of the Loom

Patricia Young

Product Manager,
INC Dressy Product Assortment
Macy’s
She started out at Macy’s Private Brands as a product assistant
in Men’s Dress Shirts, progressed to an associate product
manager and today Tricia Young is product manager and team
lead of the INC dressy product men’s assortment, but she had
never considered a career in retail until a Macy’s executive
came to speak to one of her classes at Syracuse University
about her role in product development. Her excitement about
the industry was contagious, and thereafter, Young began
“popping up at every Macy’s recruiting event on campus.”
She now goes back to Syracuse each year to serve in the

Rachel McCubbins says she is “truly a creative force to be
reckoned with, waiting to be fully unleashed,” and apparently
everyone around her feels the same way. FOTL merchandiser
Jaime Hall says that Rachel “truly outpaces her years” and
that she is not only a fun loving and hilarious person but a
highly talented designer as well. “She always has a finger on
the pulse of the latest trends in fashion and has the stunning
initiative to pull off the most creative looks to meet the needs
of the everyday consumer,” adds FOTL graphic designer Kevin
Howard. Where does she come by this talent? If you ask
McCubbins, she’ll tell you the seeds were planted in her youth
while watching her grandmother sew and then practicing on
her own sewing machine, on which she made many outfits
for her (unappreciative) cat. McCubbins also immersed herself
in dance, choreography, painting, drawing and design; she
then designed her own major at Western Kentucky University,
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blending classes from the design, merchandising and textiles
department as well as from the theatre and dance department;
all of that has fueled her work at FOTL, where she takes
ownership of product from materials creation, testing, trend
insight inspiration and mood board creation to design, fitting,
patterning, creating first measurements and ratios. She works
with engineers to create sew sequences, fits and revises
patterns by hand and handles costing and production through
the company’s PLM systems. She is challenged by the price
constraints of her category, but finds creative ways to work
within those limitations, and her designs have increased sales,
profits and shelf space for the company. Through FOTL’s
second annual Innovation Day contest, McCubbins really let
loose her creative side. Identifying a high-end opportunity
for her intimates brand, she designed and created a full line,
directed a photo shoot and runway videos and worked with
a graphics team to create branding, marketing, logo, labels
packaging and a fully merchandised pop-up shop to display
it all. There were 50 entries into the contest, and McCubbins’
display swept all four awards. “I love designing for my
customer. I always try to make the most of every day, both
personally and professionally,” says McCubbins.

Donnell “Artist” Woods
Co-Founder
Board Nation USA

You don’t have to look too far to uncover one of the greatest
influences on Artist Woods’ career: his father. Woods grew
up learning the screenprinting business from his dad, who
decades ago launched a business from his basement and
built it into a large enterprise. From his father, Woods also
inherited the values of hard work and attention to detail,
while the culture of hip hop and pop fashion he grew up in
provided inspiration for his artistic side — Woods loves to
paint and draw. He has an expansive vision for apparel that
includes the rising influence of unisex apparel as well as a
revolution in wearable technology, brilliant colors, and greater
freedom of expression in the way we select our wardrobes.
After printing t-shirts for several apparel designers in his
hometown of Raleigh, NC, a light bulb went on, and Woods
realized that apparel was the perfect vehicle to display his
own art. His designs began drawing fans via social media,
but the trajectory of his business really took shape after a
trip to Los Angeles in 2014, where he was inspired to pursue
the boardsports lifestyle in his design approach, launching
his business, Board Nation USA, with co-founder Michael
Stewart Isaac. A big break came for Woods on a second trip to
LA where the fledgling company was invited to a Tony Hawk
Skate Park fundraiser (and “actually got to meet Tony Hawk”).
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Exposure from that event led to a much greater social media
following, which led to more opportunity back home,
including a partnership with Research Triangle Park Center to
help rebuild the community with a skate park, to be managed
by Board Nation. “It will be like home base, and a great
marketing tool,” says Woods. This past June, Board Nation also
partnered with the Durham, NC-based non-profit Invictus,
which led to a mention in Fast Company, and this coming
April, the company will go big with a 50-city tour of the
Southeast, promoting its new membership platform (and new
website: bnusa.co) and continuing to build a following.

Katie Matthews

Client Development Manager
Wizard Creations
In 2012, Katie Matthews began her career with Wizard
Creations as an intern while she was still a senior at Florida
Atlantic University, majoring in marketing and advertising.
She was an incredibly quick learner, hard worker and highly
motivated individual who impressed everyone she worked
with, says owner and president Luke Freeman. “As soon as
she graduated, it was clear to us we just had to have her as a
full-time employee. Ever since, she has been a dynamic asset
to our team and our clients,” he says. “Not only does she
know the industry inside and out — she is our resident expert
on apparel and promotional items — but she also has an
incredible rapport with our client base,” he says. “I’ve always
loved logos, catchy slogans and branding, so [the job] was
an even better fit than I realized at the time,” says Matthews.
She works side by side with highly influential executives,
top marketing departments, and leaders across industries,
including powerhouse brands such as Ford Motor Company,
Wonder Bread, Miami Dolphins, Zaxby’s, ADT, Carnival
Cruise Lines and many more. She is also a community liaison
to 30+ nonprofits in the company’s local community and, as
the top client development manager at Wizard Creations, she
has trained and helped manage nearly every new member of
the company’s internal staff. “My favorite projects are ones
where the client really looks to us as the experts and lets me
help steer them in the direction I like best for their brand,”
says Matthews. Sometimes this opportunity comes from
walk-in clients who are just starting their own businesses and
looking for guidance. “I like helping the smaller businesses
establish their look,” she says. Freeman says “the sky is the
limit” for Matthews. “As we grow and add members to our
team, her career path will be one of strong leadership and
mentorship. Our business plan of growth and expansion
in the next five years will cultivate a long-term career path
where she will surely excel and flourish,” he concludes.
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Danielle Fryer Caudillo
Graphic Designer
Southern Cross Apparel

Danielle Caudillo graduated from college just this past May,
but she is already transforming her company’s products with
her unique style. Jennifer Tindell, CMO at Southern Cross
Apparel, calls her a “one-of-a-kind artist,” and marvels at
both the designs she creates and the number of sketches she
produces in “record time.” Caudillo has been an artist since
her early years, but it wasn’t until she arrived at the University
of South Alabama that she discovered graphic design, which
provided the perfect route to draw out her fascination with
logos, book covers and all things print. Encouraged and
inspired by her professor, Diane Gibbs, Caudillo honed the
design abilities that are now serving her so well at Southern
Cross. “Making a design is easy,” says Caudillo; what she
finds challenging is the whimsical nature of inspiration. She
doesn’t necessarily know where it will come from, or how
long she’ll be able to draw on any particular idea, but she
credits the internet, TV, other artists and the people around
her with often providing the spark from which she can
create. Caudillo says she’s most engaged when she’s learning
something new: how to speed the creation of an illustration,
a “new design trick” or something new about the world, but
what she enjoys most is telling a story with her work. She
defines her style as mystical: “I take everyday ordinary things
and then add a unique color scheme, or place them in a
scenario where you wouldn’t expect to see them,” she says.

Eugen Neiculescu

Vice President of Product UX
and Design
Adore Me
Eugen Neiculescu met Morgan Hermand-Waiche, founder
and CEO of online-only lingerie brand Adore Me, six years
ago when Hermand-Waiche traveled to Romania to scout
for people with experience building websites. At the time,
Neiculescu was managing the internet business unit of one
of the biggest Romanian movie-producing companies, which
involved coordinating the development of a brand new
website for a feature film and overseeing everything from
concept to release. “Morgan shared his vision about starting
a company in the U.S. He was so passionate that he actually
managed to convince me to leave my job and join him in the
adventure. I don’t regret it for one second and today Morgan

still has a big influence in my life,” he says. As vice president
of UX at Adore Me, Neiculescu most enjoys projects that
involve creating a seamless customer experience across all
platforms (native apps, website, etc.), and he also enjoys
working on personalization, i.e., predicting what different
customers will want to see or purchase online, in order to
reduce the amount of time they spend looking. Identifying
this type of conversion lever is very interesting and keeping
up with them is challenging, he says, but it all pays off: “A
key factor to Adore Me’s rapid success has been its appeal to
millennials and the fact that we were able to create online
shopping experiences with stronger-performing metrics
than e-commerce standards, and a strong mobile play. UX
has made a critical contribution to these as 70 percent of our
traffic comes from mobile,” he says, adding that Adore Me’s
iOS and Android apps are systematically placed in the Top 100
of the Shopping Apps category, alongside those of Victoria’s
Secret and H&M. One of the most challenging aspects of the
job is staying on top of millennial behavior and customers’
needs and desires. Neiculescu remembers those not-solong-ago days when people didn’t mind waiting for their
purchases. Today, consumers expect product much faster or
you lose them, he says. “My job is about constantly iterating,
constantly improving. Keeping up with industry standards is
extremely challenging,” he says, but those challenges are what
keeps him coming to work every day.

Ashley Hardcastle

Product Manager
Macy’s Merchandising Group
The extensive amount of intense collaboration with a
large number of cross-functional partners is what Ashley
Hardcastle finds most challenging about her job. “Each day I
am communicating with my designers, overseas and domestic
suppliers, logistics, marketing, buyers and planners. It can be
challenging managing so many tasks, but at the same time
it’s what I love most about the role,” she says. She enjoys the
high-energy environment, being part of the driving force
behind the success of the business, and the opportunity to
develop relationships with such a diverse group of people.
Hardcastle, who graduated from the University of Delaware,
began her career at Macy’s on the men’s sportswear product
development team, and is currently product manager and
lead of the Greg Norman for Tasso Elba Golf line, where
she works closely with her design team members to come
up with the best new and innovative assortments for the
Greg Norman customer, says Russell Weerth, general vice
president of men’s sportswear, collections & active. “She
leads by example and takes the time to teach her teams
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the importance of strategy and collaboration,” he adds. Her
favorite projects are those related to developing new product
categories and new wearable technologies. “With Macy’s
‘Go, Let Go, Be Courageous’ mindset, the door is opened
for us to take even more ownership of our own businesses.
Learning about emerging techniques in the industry, how to
incorporate them into apparel, and being involved every step
of the way is extremely interesting,” she says. Hardcastle is also
serving as a United Way captain this year, working with the
Macy’s team to support the charity. She calls her parents her
“biggest cheerleaders” and says she values her mom’s opinion
and expertise — which comes from 35 years of experience
in retail. “I know I can always count on her to point me in
the right direction,” she says, adding that her dad is more
quiet in his encouragement, and often gives her inspiring
quotes or scriptures to provide motivation. “Together they’ve
taught me the value of a strong work ethic, the importance
of enthusiastically embracing challenges, and to always be
respectful and display grace under pressure,” she says.

Donna Yu

Director of CRM & Analytics
Ashley Stewart
Donna Yu came to work for Ashley Stewart in rather a
roundabout way, in that she was first an advisor to the
company in her role as an associate in investment banking.
She says she fell in love with the company as she learned
about its unique brand positioning and its extremely loyal
customer base, and three years ago, when a job opportunity
presented itself, Yu decided to come on board as a full-time
employee. With her background in finance (she also double
majored in economics and Asian studies at Cornell), Yu has
since worked across the entire organization in multiple roles
and has led numerous initiatives. She saw the company
through its bankruptcy in 2013-’14, through its recovery
and phenomenal growth of the past two years (see Apparel’s
May Innovator issue for more about Ashley Stewart’s
incredible turnaround), and through its eventual sale to its
current private equity investors. Along the way, she built
many of the mathematical algorithms and analytical tools
that are currently used by the finance, financial planning,
e-commerce, stores, marketing and CRM teams. She also led
the implementation of the organization’s SaaS-based CRM,
personalization and A/B testing platforms and is leading
the charge in building the company’s first loyalty program,
which she hopes to launch this coming spring. Yu is a bit of a
perfectionist, and while she knows there are always going to
be more optimal methods of collecting, building and making
strategic decisions based on data, she strives to make sure that
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the company’s technology is serving the company, and not
vice versa, but she really enjoys discovering and implementing
innovative technology. “I love working with platforms that
create a more educational and engaging experience with the
customer,” she says, and she also loves meeting customers
in person, as she did recently at an event to award the grand
prize winner of the company’s breast cancer awareness
contest, which it conducts in partnership with CBS Radio’s
“We Can Survive” program. “Every day is interesting because I
get to work on new projects and do new things,” says Yu.

Robbie McKnight
Founder
Cuater

Robbie McKnight was born with a love of boardsports in
his blood: his father, a die-hard surfer, is the co-founder of
Quiksilver and Robbie grew up in a house on the beach, with
Quiksilver athletes always coming and going. (McKnight
surfed, but also played a lot of volleyball, eventually playing
for the men’s team at USC). A couple of years ago, while
interning for Quiksilver’s sports marketing team in France,
McKnight worked with the founders of Moskova — a
premium European brand that focuses on underwear; he
also really liked the Stance brand, which focuses on premium
socks, and he became drawn to the idea of a business model
that honed in on one category. “The simplicity of it was very
intriguing to me,” he says, and it struck him that there was
an unfilled niche in the boardsport apparel industry: belts.
That was the idea that sparked Cuater, which launched
this past July at 15 top surfwear retailers, including Jack’s
Surfboards, Hobie Surf Shop, Sun Diego Boardshops and
Huntington Surf and Sport. “We’re exposing a category
that not a lot of people think about when they go into a
store,” says McKnight. “We’re getting people to make belts
a category destination.” Cuater’s belts include a stretch belt,
which has no holes and expands and contracts with the
body (it’s the best seller to date) and a reversible leather belt.
But its most unique belt is a paper belt on which anything
can be printed, and which opens the door for all sorts of
possible collaborations with athletes or other influencers.
What’s next? McKnight is planning to expand to women’s
belts, and after that, we’ll have to wait and see. “I’ve always
been looking for that next thing; watching my dad operate
Quiksilver from the start rubbed off on me. He’s actually an
advisor on the team, and having his experience behind me
has been so valuable. I’m always picking his brain about
whether or not I’m going down the right path — which is
easy to do because I live at home,” McKnight laughs.
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Alex Van Baalen

Omni Buyer, Men’s Neo Sportswear
Macy’s
Alex Van Baalen has always had an interest in fashion but
says he did not excel in design. On a trip to visit an uncle who
was at the time a buyer for Nike and later for Birkenstock,
he realized there were many other interesting channels and
opportunities in the industry that required different skills.
That’s when he knew it was the right path for him, and he
“decided to just go for it,” he says. That decision led him to
Mercyhurst University, where he pursued a degree in fashion
merchandising and marketing and, after a year layover
in real estate, landed at Macy’s, where he is making a big
impact. Indeed, last month he was promoted to his current
role from an associate buyer position. Robert Nelson, brand
manager for Vince Camuto men’s of Itochu Prominent
USA, calls Alex a “super bright and super hardworking retail
executive.”As point buyer for designer men’s collections at
Macy’s, Van Baalen “has shown a great talent for right sizing
businesses, partnering with designers to create compelling
merchandise presentations and restoring profitability to an
underperforming margin-challenged area,” he says, adding
that Alex is open minded, enthusiastic and constantly seeking
out best practices and ways to do things better. Nelson says
that Van Baalen always finds a way for everyone — customers,
vendors and Macy’s — to win. Van Baalen says that the rate at
which the customer is evolving is faster than ever, and it is a
challenge is to keep up. “It’s always a race to offer something
new to the retail landscape, whether that’s through product
or experience,” he says, and he is particularly proud of
bringing several core brands to Macy’s to fill a gap he saw in
the market with the younger customer. When he’s not busy
at work, Van Baalen can often be found on a snowboard or
wakeboard, boating or, “of course,” shopping, he says.

Shelby Miske

Founder & CEO
United Monogramming
After graduating with a degree in elementary education
from West Chester University in Pennsylvania, Shelby Miske
began working as a teacher, but she had a side job as well
— helping her boyfriend, Sean Lowery, with the ladies’ side
of his screenprinting business. United Tees really took off
after some of its American-themed apparel items started

pulling in orders from Twitter (where the company had 50,000
followers). As the company began focusing on this niche,
which evolved into “Southern or country-themed items,”
Miske started receiving constant requests for monogramming.
She was surprised by the interest — monogramming does
not enjoy the popularity in other parts of the country that it
does in the South — and eventually Miske decided to explore
that avenue, purchasing a $600 home embroidery machine.
Initially, her offerings were simple, such as a plain sweatshirt
with the customer’s monogram, offered in two lettering styles.
Soon, the business was growing at such a pace that Miske
found herself taking sick days from her teaching job to keep
up with demand, and she realized the monogramming was
big enough to be a business of its own. After three years of
teaching, she left her job to focus exclusively on the new
business, dubbed United Monogramming. Today, the business
has seven employees, four big commercial embroidery
machines, and most recently added digital printing to the mix.
(It also offers monograms on a wide range of other products.)
As it did for the screenprinting side of the business, social
media has played a huge role in the company’s growth, with
most of it now coming from Instagram and Facebook — it
surpassed 100,000 “likes” on Facebook during the first week
in October. The company has been running a Facebook ad
for three months to the tune of about $800 per day — which
is generating $6,000 per day in orders — and Miske says
the company is on pace to hit $1 million in sales by the end
of the year. She is bullish on the business because she has
found that people in the South — from where 95 percent
of the company’s business originates — like to monogram
everything. “Even as apparel trends change rapidly, I think
monogramming will always be relevant,” she concludes.

Alexander Blumberg
Sales Executive
Grupo M

While some of us have memories of swings and slides,
Alexander Blumberg says the factory was a “playground”
for him growing up. His father, director of sales and a partner
at Grupo M, a full-package apparel manufacturer in the
Dominican Republic — one of the largest in the Caribbean
and Central American region — started bringing Blumberg
to the factory as a young child, showing him the ropes and
teaching him the finer points of garment manufacturing. His
dad was the single-most influential factor in leading him to
his current path, say Blumberg. Later, in the summers when
he was off from school, he worked in the business, gaining
experience across the supply chain, from the cotton mill to
the printing facilities, but he didn’t know apparel was his
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calling until he had the chance to work out of the company’s
New York office developing collections for some of Grupo M’s
current customers. Today, as a sales executive for the business,
Blumberg finds that the most challenging part of his role is to
keep up with swiftly changing styles so that he can provide
the most on-trend products to his clients “before they can
get it anywhere else.” He’s intrigued by synthetics because
of their rapid evolution, and keeps his eye on the sportswear
industry where he sees brands constantly offering more
and greater features within the fabric, while also becoming
increasingly more fashionable with bright colors, graphics,
pockets and new constructions. In keeping on top of things,
Blumberg is the type of person who recognizes that he can
learn from everything and everyone, says Rita Suarez, textile
laboratory manager at Grupo M, who adds that Blumberg not
only comes up with great ideas for the company but that he
also follows through, turning them into opportunities. One
he is particularly proud of: Blumberg has opened up a new
market for Grupo M, which is now supplying apparel locally
to customers in the Caribbean. Previously, 100 percent of the
company’s customers were based in the United States.

Alexandra Gitomer
Information Manager
ProDept El Sal

“Growing up in Pittsburgh, Penn., where my grandfather
started our cut-and-sew operation, I was constantly exposed
to apparel manufacturing,” says Alexandra Gitomer. She also
developed an interest in high-fashion from reading Vogue
magazine — a far cry from the tailored jumpers and trousers
the factory was producing at the time, she adds — which led
her to a summer fashion course at Parson’s at age 16. Fashion
design was not her calling, but she loved being around the
creativity, says Gitomer. Her mom, an architect, was also a
constant supporter of her interest in the creative industry and
building things; her dad also had a big influence — “he was
so passionate about his work, but also it was very rewarding
for him. He felt that he would get something done.”The
idea of making something really appealed to Gitomer.
After studying industrial engineering at Northwestern and
then working in general management consulting at Bain &
Company, she was excited to have the opportunity to learn
how factories really work from the inside. “As the daughter
of an intrepid father, I was not intimidated as I packed my
bags to make the move to El Salvador where I lived for four
years working at ProDept.”There, she was primarily focused
on trying to automate highly variable production processes.
“I find it most challenging trying to balance my instincts
of wanting to automate inconsistent processes to better
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serve our customers with trying not to make superfluous
investments and protect the bottom line, she says. “Our
business is all about service, so the more consistent the
products and communication we produce can be, the
better off our customers will be. However, with cut and sew
constantly chasing lower cost labor, it’s fun to see how you
can differentiate yourself through service.” Currently, Gitomer
is working on her MBA at Harvard, where she has been
focused on developing her own brand of apparel to support
posture, while also maintaining her customer relationship
management role for ProDept.

Victoria Beattie
Founder & Sea Lover
The Beach People

It’s not often the case that the real people behind a brand
are actually living the life to which the brand aspires, but
Victoria Beattie and her sister Emma truly are The Beach
People. The two grew up by the ocean in Australia, with
“adventurous sea-loving parents,” and Beattie says, “Beach
People was always on the horizon. [Emma and I] knew we
would always do something together.” They come by their
entrepreneurial spirit honestly, having grown up in a family
of strong women who started their own businesses — at
age 65, their grandmother bought and renovated a hotel, to
which she added a restaurant and a night club; their mom
owned a small chain of beauty parlors; their “aunties” opened
their own beautiful homeware stores. “We had incredible
role models,” says Beattie. “Our grandmother was stylish
and brave. She was the original #girlboss!” she says. One
day at the beach, Emma said to Victoria: “I want to make a
round beach towel.”All of the products for beach living were
a bit “corny” with really bright colors, they thought, and
they wanted to make something really beautiful. Thus the
company’s iconic “roundie” was born. In 2013, while its first
batch of products was in production, the company launched
on social media to amazing response. “People were loving
even just our inspirations shots,” says Beattie. Still, the sisters
were prepared to be let down. “Maybe no one will buy this
stuff,” we said, “and we’ll be giving it away for years to come
as gifts,” they joked. ( “We poured every penny we had into
the product. I think we had $8 left,” she says.) But the product
sold out in three weeks, and the rest is history. Retailers
around the globe wanted to pick up the range. “We realized
it wasn’t just a trend; it was a lifestyle,” says Beattie. “People
were photographing themselves with [their roundies]. … We
had this [incredible] response from coastal towns globally,”
she says. Today, The Beach People can be found at high-end
retailers such as Bloomingdale’s and Bergdorf Goodman
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in the United States, and Selfridges in London, and the
company has expanded into a range of different products and
categories, including into home goods this year. Beattie loves
working with her sister and her whole team. “I think they
are amazing and feel that together nothing is impossible,”
she says. “We’re pioneering the ’seaside luxe category,‘ says
Beattie. “We want to provide our amazing customers with
more categories, more products, more stories. We share
how we live by the sea,” she adds, “and we’re creating this
beautiful community of sea lovers all over the world.”

Sarah Anne Spaulding
Manager, Social Media
Macy’s Merchandising Group

Danielle Gizzo

Manager, Marketing Strategies
Macy’s Merchandising Group
Bringing their unique sets of skills together, Sarah Anne
Spaulding (a.k.a. SAS) and Danielle Gizzo recently launched
“Iris Meets INC,” a high-impact marketing campaign for the
Macy’s INC International Concepts brand with legendary
fashion icon Iris Apfel. The INC team and Apfel partnered
to develop a collection of “must-have” clothing and jewelry
centered around this fall’s mod trend and a Macy’s first: an
emoji keyboard inspired by Apfel herself. Spaulding and
Gizzo worked together and across the organization to create a
complete marketing strategy, with the customer at the center.
“Danielle is our media maven and has direct strategic
influence into driving the total media mix for the brand
including Digital Media, Magazine, Macy’s Direct Mail,
Outdoor, PR, Events and more. If you saw the Iris emoji
launch video on the Herald Square Jumbotron in the
month of August, it’s because of Danielle’s great drive and
partnership abilities,” said Tim Reid, group vice president,
marketing strategy. Gizzo also worked with Apfel to
determine her interaction and input into the campaign and
to make sure it aligned with the overall objectives. Reid calls
Spaulding “a social media dynamo with fun and engaging
idea generation at her core.”When the collaboration was
finalized internally, she partnered with the creative team to
develop “amazing” assets across video, photography and GIFs
for the social campaign and the needs for new social media
experiences such as Facebook Canvas and Instagram Carousel
units. She also worked to develop the emojis for the INCmojis
keyboard featuring Iris. Says Reid: “I think I heard her say,

‘We need more sprinkles on that cupcake, people!’” So far the
company has received 440 million impressions and as of Aug.
8 had 11,000 downloads of the emoji keyboard and more than
120,000 uses.
It isn’t difficult to see the trajectory that led each of these
ladies onto their current career paths. “My great grandmother
owned one of the premier women’s boutiques in Nashville,
Tenn., from the late 1950’s to mid ‘70s, so I was born with
retail running in my blood,” says Spaulding, who graduated
from the University of Georgia with a degree fashion
merchandising. She also developed a love for design as a
young girl, tagging along with her mom to her “smock and
sew” club and making outfits for her dolls. “After interning
with various dress designers and working a few retail gigs in
high school, I knew that the fashion industry was the place for
me,” she says.
Gizzo says many things led her on her way, but that one
in particular stands out: Before she was old enough to work,
she and her sister participated in focus groups at a market
research firm near her hometown in New Jersey. She never
could have predicted what sharing her opinions about the
newest consumer products for brands such as Nabisco and
Neutrogena would lead to — she became intrigued by the
fact that the people behind the two-way mirror valued her
opinion about their branding, copy and creative, and that it
could affect the direction of national campaigns. “It made me
feel connected to their brands, and as I grew older, I realized
how businesses were using advertising to tell the story of their
product and capture their customer’s attention.” That had
such an impact on her that by high school, she already knew
she wanted to pursue an advertising degree in college, and
she did, at Rider University, with a minor in graphic design.

Elizabeth Mashburn

Senior Manager, Creative
Sid Mashburn and Ann Mashburn
“In the apparel world, few new brands have achieved cult
status at any kind of scale. Sid Mashburn (men’s) and Ann
Mashburn (women’s) have been able to do that, and the
secret to their common success (and the heiress to the throne)
is Elizabeth Mashburn.” That’s high praise and it comes
from Philip Yi of J.C. Penney, who was previously her boss
at Mashburn. As senior manager, creative, for the company,
Mashburn manages and executes all of both brands’ creative
assets and campaigns, leads copywriting for all products,
and serves as top e-commerce lieutenant. How did she get
this position? “The elephant in the room is that this is my
parents’ company — they founded it right before I went to
college, and I was old enough to recognize that what they
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were doing was very cool,” she says. While the business may
have originated with her parents, Elizabeth is no minor player.
Growing up, she was “creative and crafty,” and loved to make
things look better. She learned a lot about Adobe Creative
Suite from working on her high school yearbook — so much
so that she became, by default, the art director of the company
at age 17. Other parents might ask their kids to wash the
dishes, but for Mashburn, it was, “’Elizabeth, can you make
us a logo?” or “Could you mock that up on a label and send
it to this trim vendor?’”The business, originally just for men,
expanded while she was in college when her mom launched
the women’s side of the business — on the condition that
Mashburn would run it with her. She describes her projects as
often being both “very open-ended and very urgent,” forcing
her to think creatively on very tight deadlines, without a lot of
direction. She welcomes the challenge — enjoying both the
creative freedom it provides and the limits of working under
pressure. “I have a lot of fun with anything where we can be a
bit clever visually,” she says. “It feels very personal, and I kind
of love/hate/love the little knot in my stomach before we hit
‘send’ on a weekly email campaign, wondering: ‘This is funny,
right?’‘Will people get it?’” She and her mom recently starting
working up their ninth “mood board” — everything from New
Yorker cartoons to little plastic figurines to Vogue tear sheets
to museum postcards to original illustrations — for their
newest shop that just opened in LA. “We’re a small company,
and growing really quickly. Sometimes it can feel like we’re
building the plane while we’re flying it,” she concludes.

Jon Gay

Quality Engineer
New Balance
Jon Gay is an avid runner and triathlete with a passion for
athletics. He raced cross country and competed in track and
field in both high school and college, the latter at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, where he also studied chemical and
materials engineering. Those interests converged in an aha!
moment when he read an article in Runner’s World about
the need for chemical and materials science engineers in
the athletic apparel and footwear industries. “Having the
potential to drive innovation in a field that I dedicated all
my free time to already was an amazing feeling,” he says.
During college, Gay found ways to tie his school projects
to the industry, going so far as to design his own college
capstone project, which revolved around modeling polymer
chains used in the manufacturing of running shoes. With that
background, it’s no surprise he landed at New Balance, where
as a quality engineer he spends much of his time creating and
carrying out methods for testing the physical properties of
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footwear and apparel, and working with designers to weed
out features that could lead to poor quality in the market. Gay
is most drawn to projects that “employ radical thinking that
dissolves age-old industry foundations that have been taken
as gospel for no good reason,” he says. Looking down the
road, he is eager to move into a role at New Balance where he
can develop more products geared specifically to triathletes,
which he says is a category ripe for innovation. For example,
while there are many good running and biking shoes on the
market, they are not well suited to the triathlete because they
do not take into account the need for speed in transitioning
from one shoe to the other. “If you are competing in a bike
race, you could take 20 minutes to strap on your shoes before
the gun goes off at the beginning of the race,” he says. That’s
not a luxury afforded to the triathlete, who must change
apparel and footwear from swimming to biking, and from
biking to running, as fast as possible. “I would really like to
dive into the innovation side of things at New Balance and
work on more footwear and apparel, maybe even biking
footwear [for triathlons],” he concludes.

Abby Coven

Senior Product Manager
Macy’s Merchandising Group
Abby Coven has always enjoyed art, dancing, drawing and
fashion, and although she knew early on that she wanted
to work with brands, she didn’t know exactly what that
would look like. Her ideas started to take shape during
five internships she held during her college years at the
University of Pennsylvania, four of which gave her experience
in various roles at Teen Vogue and Cosmopolitan, where she
met a number of mentors who exposed her to fashion,
marketing and art direction and who also had a major
influence on her personal development. The fifth internship
at Ralph Lauren introduced Coven to product development,
and that hit the sweet spot between creativity and strategy
that she was seeking. She has found the opportunity to put
those strengths to work as part of Macy’s Merchandising
team (the retailer’s private-label arm), and is highly
respected and admired by all who work with her. “Abby is a
creative problem solver, self-motivated and detail oriented.
She has been an asset to any team she joins at Macy’s,”
says Debbie Kravitz-Bail, product director, who adds that
Coven is responsive, agile and has the ability to get things
done in a dynamic environment, that her natural curiosity
makes her eager to take on any new challenge, and that her
leadership skills help bridge gaps amongst cross-functional
team members. Coven, for example, when she joined the
sweater department — one that has peaks and valley in
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development cycles — was able to prepare and groom her
team members in the down time by creating specific roles
and responsibilities for each of them, says Kravitz-Bail, which
resulted in their being able to use this down time to strategize
for upcoming seasons. “The end result was more thoughtful
planning, assortments and teams coming together to win,”
she says. For Coven, her experience bringing the sweater line
through the entire process to fruition was one of her most
satisfying. She has enjoyed being entrusted with managing so
many different areas of the business.

Amanda Curtis

Co-Founder and CEO
Nineteenth Amendment
Amanda Curtis grew up in the fashion industry; her aunt
was vice president of Priscilla Bridal, and Curtis “fell in love
with all aspects of the industry from day one.” But when
she actually entered the industry at age 22 as a designer,
she found that the industry she thought she knew was
“undergoing radical transformation, and not in a positive
direction.”With her business partner Gemma Sole, she
made it her mission to fix that, using technology to update a
business model that she says had not changed in 100 years,
and did not work for the 21st-century. What was wrong? In a
nutshell, the rate of failure of brands was high and designers
were pressured to copy (Curtis was once sent to buy a $3,000
dress for this purpose when working for a bigger retailer, she
says). Essentially, companies were “playing it safe,” and in
doing so, they “lost their core design vision or mission.” On
the flip side, for the consumer, there was a lack of newness.
The core problem was the risk inherent in the current model,
which required taking on so much inventory. Nineteenth
Amendment is a “complete inverse” of that traditional retail
model, allowing brands to test products without holding any
inventory. The company’s platform, built by Curtis, features
more than 400 designers from 29 countries who feature their
designs on the site — but only have to produce one garment
to do so. “We go from e-commerce to production, instead
of the opposite, which is holding product and hoping to
sell.” Production is quick-turn and all made in the United
States, and customers can speak directly to the designers.
Revenue is generated via monthly subscription fees for its
technology, and transaction fees for purchases. The company,
“still very much a start-up,” is also partnering with bigger
retailers to introduce fresh designers into their mix, with
in-store events. A recent trunk show-type event at Macy’s
brought in 1,500 millennial shoppers on one day. Another
area where she’d like to see change: Curtis would like to see
more women in higher-level positions in fashion, as well as

in fashion tech, where there are even fewer. That works to
19th Amendment’s advantage, in that Curtis and Sole are
the main demographic they’re targeting. But that doesn’t
help with the biggest hurdle: fundraising.“It’s harder to do
that as women in the tech space, and on top of that we’re in
the fashion space, so we’re dealing a lot of men who don’t
understand the importance of it — even though it’s the
second biggest industry in the world.” In the meantime, she
says, it’s forced them to use their resources far better.“We’re
incredibly lean.”

Natalie Meurer

Product Developer Supervisor
Legendary Whitetails
Natalie Meurer doesn’t remember a time when she wasn’t
passionate about sewing. As a young girl, her mother and
grandmother were always sewing and quilting, and they
encouraged her love of the craft, which stayed with her
and led to her current career — although given that her
go-to store is J. Crew, she finds it a bit humorous that she
has landed at a company whose primary offering is camo.
Legendary Whitetails is a relatively small company, so in
her role in product development, Meurer tackles everything
from design and technical design to sourcing and materials
management. The thing that really gets her excited is creating
new products and working collaboratively with her team.
“I love thinking through all of the details and finding the
little things we can improve to add value to our products,”
she says. She is particularly proud of the launch of the
company’s first ladies’ active wear collection, which she saw
from concept to delivery, and which performed exceptionally
well. Art director Tom Bennett calls Meurer “a force of
change in a very incredible and crazy fast-paced industry.”
As the company is working through a calendar transition —
jumping one or two seasons to put six months into the cycle
in an attempt to improve production — she has taken the
initiative, says Bennett, not only in pulling the technologies
together — including by taking on the role of cheerleader
for the company’s relatively new PLM system from NGC,
which Meurer says has been instrumental in giving multiple
departments one set of data to work from — but also in never
losing sight of the number one reason for being: the product.
“Her leadership and determination are nearly remarkable for
her age,” he concludes. n
Jordan K. Speer is editor in chief of Apparel.
She can be reached at jspeer@ensembleiq.com
Editor’s note: If you are interested in nominating a candidate
for the 2017 30 Under 30 Awards, please contact Jordan at
803-920-3753 or jspeer@ensembleiq.com.
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